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Nation Update Diversity Week Coming Up
general Motors Plant Closes

Xheannouneementof plantclosers
General Motors is sending shock
waves throughsomecommunities.The
[lead of the Chamberof Commerce in
Ypsilanti, Michigan says his
community is still in a state of shock.
GM's Ypsilanti area assembly plant
employs more than four thousand
jeople and is one of two that GM has
tasted for closure. Thecompany also
anscutsattenofitssupplierfactories.
Ik streamlining would affect sixteen
thousand workers.

Anderson Y Sponsors Project
iiy Nicole Gouguet
Guest Writer

together by UOP students
interested in heightening the awareness
of fellow students and community
The first film festival ever to be held members, as well as theirown. The idea
in Stockton is coming to UOP March originated withsenior, MikeTraina, who
6th-13th for "Celebrate Diversity Week then invited others to form a complete
'92," plus over forty panel discussions staff of students. Following an internship
and workshops that will address issues last year as public relations director at
of diversity in age, gender, handicap, the American Film Institute in
religion, sexual orientation, and ethnic Washington, D.C., Traina decided to
origin. Celebrate Diversity Week '92 (See Diversity, page2)
was put

From One Dinosaur To Another...

Apple Breakthrough

Apple Computer has come up with
a machine that allows you to pay bills,
make phone calls and program your
VCRbyjusttaMngtoit. Thecompany
says the voice-activated computer
recognizes spoken words and
sometimes talks back. Computer
experts say it will be years before the
technology is available to consumers.

UOP skier Aaron Nordstad catches some air.

UOP Skiers Hit The Slopes

Sherman Antitrust Act to Aids
Exports
TheJusticeDepartmentannounced
a change in antitrust policy as a means
touseagainstforeigncartelsthatrestrict
imports of U.S. goods. With this new
rule enacted, the Justice Department
now has more latitude in using the
Sherman Antitrust protect exports o
American Products.

By Iu-Jin Ong
Guest Writer

Wilson Requests Disaster-Area
Status
Gov. Pete Wilson asked President
Bush to declare the5 stormed counties
a federal disaster. Residents of Los
Angeles, Ventura, Orange, San
Bemadino, and Kern counties arc now
l^muued to apply forgovemmentloans
and grams. Anestimated $125 million
•n damage was caused by the storm.
Bush Announces Faults of Rivals'

Tax Plan
Washington- President Bush
Ejected the economic plan that was
submitted by the democratic tax
legislation. The president feels that the
scheme will not help home buyers and
•ucnease the deficit
Stockton Celebrates Ethnicity and
Culture

The 7th annual International
friendshipDay was heldSunday at the
Stockton Civic Auditorium.
Nationalities that were represented
Were. Chinese, Indian, Mexican,
Vietnamese, and Afro-American. The
Purpose of this celebration is for all
triors can blend and promote peace,
^ony, and respect

T^iTren running around in dinosaur costumes was a common sight last weekend
of Stockton hosted its fundraismg dinosaur exhtbit.
n!j children s

Drunk Driver Crashes
Across From Burns Tower
ByJeimflcrKwong\ ggtctant News Editor

1T30 p.m., two Hispanic mates crasncu
tfieirDatsun240z into the brick partition
^ the comer of Pacific Avenue and
Knoles Way. According to Stockton
Stoe officer Mark Helms, the two
twenty-five year-old men were driving
twenty i
*
of aicohol and

Gulf War Discussed
"Just War Theory: Battle Tested or
in Action by the Gulf War?''is the
Question to be addressed by Dr. Peter
J^ttfels in a public lecture on Mon.,
arch 2nd, at 8 p.m. in Long Theater.
SentsTmsult of UOP students,"
Steinfels is the Senior Religion
. nuspondent of the New York Times. MyAccoSg
^ftewarintheGulf,aheateddiscussion
**5 ^TrSef *ey
urupted over the decision to go to war,
automobile and
, ^urse of the war, and the outcome of irrtoxicat
War. Was the war justified? President imm'^'rfFaveSpanoaConcenHaU.
^ appealed to Just War Theory to

*sUonM^

®ee Gulf War, back page)

Four busloads of eager UOP students
invaded the slopes of Kirkwood Ski
Resort last Saturday, for a day of highaltitude excitement. The trip, skillfully
orchestrated by UPBEAT, generally
went without a hitch, save perhaps for
the two skiers who returned to the base
lodge to find that their shoes had been
misplaced by the cloakroom.
The day began eaiiy with a bus ride
up state highway-88. For many eager
and anticipatory skiers, this three hour
trip was little short of torture.Southwest
resident James Eskridge described the
bus as "too cramped and loud", but said
that he was impressed thatthe bus driver
Senior Tim Sisson takes a break between runs.
took the fastest route. Others simply
took the time to catch up on lost sleep. surface, everyone found themselves, runs, with some decent jumps thrown in
Once there, the skiers were divided slipping and sliding, or worse still, simply for good measure.
Those attending ski school weren't
into three groups: beginners, renters and wiping out. Conditions did improve as
those who had their own equipment. the day progressed, a cloudless bluesky left out either. Lewis Ng of John
Smaller cliques were quickly formed allowing the sun to do some damage to Ballantyne described his day as fantastic
and everyone was soon off to conquer the hard ice. In the afternoon, many and great fun. He praised his instructor
the mountain. The initial reaction was found refuge on the rear side of the as being very precise, and taught
thatof disappointment AsEskridge went mountain, by lifts 2,3 and 4. Here forthe techniques such as the hockey stop,
on to say, this was "'East Coast" skiing intermediate skier was a terrific mix of skating and jump turns.
with absolutely no powder. Over the icy moguls and steep, but wide cruising (See Ski, back page)

hall, one of the men ran back to the car.
After reaching the car, the man
desperately started collecting a stack of
papers from the glove box. According
to David Garcia who was observing the
situation from Phi Delta Chi, "I ran
across the street to see if the guy was
hurt. I found that the gentleman did not
speak English, so I asked him in Spanish
if he needed a tow truck or some
ambulatory care. The guy exclaimed
no, and continued to take papers out of
the car. He looked very panicked."
After the man collected his papers, he
caught up with the other man and
continued running. Soon after, Officer
David Lopez of UOP Public Safety
caught up with the two men and turned
them overtothe Stockton Police, where
they are now in custody.
According to Lieutenant Houston of
UOPPublic Safety,"We still don'tknow
if the car was stolen; the situation is
being treated as drunk driving and hit
Two intoxicated men wedged their car between a tree and a wall near Alpha Chi Omega Sorority
and run case."

Photo by Jennifer Kwong
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Professor Encourages Wildlife Conservation
By Stacy Anderson

Diversity
Continued from front page

utilize his newly acquired contacts and
skills to produce an educational
conference forthe UOP and the Stockton
For non-science majors, Dr. Richard
community. He wanted to avoid
Tenaza may bean unfamiliar face, but to
producing a solely cultural event. After
those of us who come in contact with
attending international festivals and
him on a daily basis, he is a most
conferences, Traina wanted to create a
accomplished Biologist. Dr. Tenaza
conference that would bring all minority
has been a Professor of Biology at UOP
groups together. "All minority groups
since 1975. He attended San Francisco
in society, besides those delineated
State University where he received his
ethnically, are oppressed," says Traina.
Bachelor's Degree in Biology. Dr.
"They are for the large part ignored.
Tenaza later attended University of
Groups such as the handicapped, young,
California at Davis where he earned a
elderly, and homosexual are
Ph.D. in Zoology.
discriminated against, by law, far more
As his Ph.D. project, Dr. Tenaza
than any ethnic group. Certainly there
chose to study the Kloss's gibbons,
exists discrimination in all these areas.
primates of the Mentawai Islands in
However, African-Americans can get
Indonesia that had not been observed in
married; gay peoplecan't." Patrick Gill
the wild for forty years. Prior to this, the
and Craig Dean will present an address
primates of theislands were known only
entitled "Gay Marriage: A Civil Right."
from museum specimens. In 1971, he
Eight students, and the Anderson Y
began his study of the gibbons and has
Center of UOP, adopted this project that
been actively involved with the
has taken seven months to complete.
Mentawai Islands, specifically North
Organizations throughout northern
and South Pagai, for over twenty years.
California were invited to participate.
Dr. Tenaza has many professional
Groups such as the San Joaquin County
interests which include Ecosystem
AIDS Foundation and the Muslim
conservation, Ecology and behavior of
Community
Association will present
nonhuman primates, and the research,
workshops. Professors at UOP, such as
conservation, and education in zoos.
Dr.
Ken Day, Communication Dept.,
'Prof
profile:
Richard
Tenaza
shows
off
one
of
his
many
collectables.
His current focus is on a conservation
and
Dr. Gwenn Browne, Philosophy
Birds
and
Mammals,
and
the
Biology
of
project in Indonesia, which he has been Association to try to help them develop
Dept.,
will also open their classes to the
Birds.
Unique
to
his
classes
is
the
working on for almost 5 years. He is a cooperative system among all of the
public.
Other professors, such as Dr.
trying to establish a national parte in the zoos. He has also worked in the Arctic personal experience that he can draw
Bruce La Brack and Dean Robert
Mentawai Islands, which are located Circle studying lemmings and in upon from his expeditions.
Benedetti of COP, will present original
No
experience
is
better
than
the
one
just off of Sumatra, Indonesia. Thispark Antarctica studying penguins.
lectures
during the Diversity Fair
Dr.
Tenaza's
students
receive
when
they
Along withlndonesia and Antarctica,
will consist largely of rain forest, as the
weekend.
primates in the islands live in rain forests, Dr. Tenaza has done work in Thailand, accompany him to Africa. Dr. Tenaza
When asked why Angie Mays, the
and some marine environment. Hehopes . Malaysia, Hong Kong, Singapore, and began taking groups of students to Africa,
to have the parte set up within the next the Philippines. He has also been to a mainly Kenya and Tanzani a, when UOP director of African-American Affairs,
number of European countries, as well stillhadawinterteim years ago. Students volunteered for Diversity Week, she
year.
Dr. Tenaza has done much more as India, Napal, and Pakistan. The only would go camping in East Africa for a replied, "I want to see the University and
work other than setting up the national continent which Dr. Tenaza has not month to study and observe wildlife. the community linked together. I also
Currently, he is planning to take a group feel that Stockton, being such a diverse
park. He developed a system of visited is South America.
Here at UOP, Dr. Tenaza teaches this summerthroughthelifelongleaming city, should share its cultures and the
integrating the zoos in Indonesia and is
richness that each ethnic group brings to
working with the Southeast Asia Zoo such courses as Animal Societies, Marine (See Tenaza, back page)

Staff Writer
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Drug Awareness Week

Mortar Board inductees.

Mortar Board Reinstated
On Saturday, Feb. 8, 1992, over
twenty seniors were initiated into Mortar
Board Honor Society, a national
organization established to recognize
outstanding studentsenteringtheirsenior
year. The chapter at University of the
Pacific had been dormant for the past
year, but has now been reestablished.
Also known in Greek as Pi Sigma
Alpha, Mortar Board initiates those
seniors who have demonstrated a high
cumulativeGPA, exceptionalleadership,
and noteworthy service. Induction into
this group is selective and an extremely
high honor.
The organization is made up of
students with a wide variety of majors

and backgrounds.
Mortar Board actually began as
another organization, Knolens, in 1949.
In 1967, Knolens reshaped itself into a
Mortar Board chapter, thus entering into
the national organization. It kept its prior
name, however, and is now known as
the Knolens chapter of Mortar Board.
Mortar Board is proud to be
celebrating its 25th anniversary on April
2, 1992. In turn, the organization will
also be celebrating twenty-five years of
scholarship, leadership, and service—
its three principles here at UOP.
In the upcoming months, the current
membership will be selecting their
replacements.

By T.D. Hopkins
Staff Writer
Saturday, Feb. 29th kicks off the
1992 National Collegiate Drug
Awareness Week. The purpose of this
week is to give colleges across the nation
a chance to focus on the issues of drug
use and abuse.
Astringofnon-alcoholordmgrelated
events have been planned to show
students that drugs or alcohol do not
always have to play an active part in
one's social life.
The week opens with a dance on
campus Saturday evening. The event is
sponsored by the ROAD program who
will be serving their infamous Mocktails.
Which are simply non-alcoholic drinks.
Jesse Ballyntine and other quad residence
halls will co-sponsorthe night. Tuesday
and Wednesday of Drug Awareness
Week, ASUOP has scheduled "Less
Than Zero." Which is a movie directly
related to the theme of the week, to be
shownatthetheateroncampus. ASUOP
is also promising a hypnotist to come
entrance any volunteers late intoTuesday
evening.
The ROAD program will have a
booth set up with information, and
showing a video focusing on the
problems related to drug use. The week
draws to a close Thursday afternoon

with a guest speaker in the McCaffrey
Center.
Alcohol Awareness Week, a similar,
but separate event, willoccur later in the
semester. Plans have been made to
merge these two affairs next year in
hopes of shifting the attitudes of college
students acrossthe nation. Itis important
to remember that alcohol can potentially
be as dangerous as any drug available.
This attitude among students is
reflected through the actions of theJesse
Ballyntine residence hall.
"The students living in this
community have agreed to not partake
in the use of drugs or alcohol,"
commented head resident Sue Noble.

The ASUC

discussion following the film
Monday, March 9 at 8 p.m.
it" Jennifer

Williams,GayaidUsW^V

\ DELTA HARVEST M.C.C.
WELCOMES YOU
a member church of the world-wide
Universal Fellowship of Metropolitan Conrunity Churches

an econenical Christian church
open to all
Celebrating I Affining
Gay « Lesbian love and Identity
as positive good
and as a gift fro* God

Love,
Brian
P.S. You LOST your
application to Semes
ter at Sea? Get another
one now! Call 800-8540195 NOW.
P.P.S. WE WON!

for information write:

Delta Harvest H.C.C.
P.O. Box 8323
Stockton, CA 95208

or dial 1-800-342-5833 then ask for
(209) 477-1440
Kenneth C. Bland, M.Div., pastor
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"CSSw' hikes place the with director Anthony BW
flrs^eSd
of Celebrate Diveraity produeerShawnHardtnp^J
W«k March 7th and 8th, on Knoles Theater w,U do a httc petaj
Urn Gtoups spanning the spectrum
Access Theater
company of disabled actors froms,
of diversity will display and/or sell
Barbara. A second live presentaiii
information and merchandise, and offer
ethnomusicologistDavidFanshawe
music and food. Four workshop series
follow African Sanctus, »i
coincide with the Diversity Fair, offering
a variety of lectures and discussions on documents his travels through Aft
such topics as "World Pop: Voices of search of native music and rhytlt
the Planet" and "Contemporary Issues Other keynote speakers include:
in Gay and Lesbian Cinema." The Reverend Cecil Williams, the
McCaffrey Center Art Gallery will also community activist of Glide Men
host, March 7th-20th, an exhibit Church in San Francisco.
All workshops, films, and Diveij
sponsored by San Joaquin County Arts
Fair
during Celebrate Diversity!
Council entitled "Celebrating Cultural
'92 are free to UOP students andface,
Diversity."
Highlight of the week, the 7 day film For schedule information, call (209:^
festival, will not only offer excellent 3999.

LEARN ABOUT LAW SCHOOL
Informational Meeting and Admissions Fair
Time: 5:00 p.m.-7:30 p.m.
Place: Holiday Inn

Hermosa Room
300 J Street, Sacramento

Admissions fair allows you to talk to the law school recruiters and
pick up application forms and literature on their school*

PARTICIPATING LAW SCHOOLS
All participating law schools are approved by the American Bar Association
California Western
Golden Gate
Gonzaga University
Lewis and Clark College
Pepperdine

Santa Clara University
University of San Diego
University of San Francisco
Whittter College

Third Annual
Northern California Affirmative Action

Career Pair
CITIES & COUNTIES

COMMUNITY COLLEGES

Butte County
El Dorado County
Lompoc, City ol
Long Beach Civil Service

Contra Costa CCD
Los Rios CCD
Merced CCD
Rio Hondo College
Solano CCD
San Francisco CCD
San Mateo CCD
Sequoias, College of
Sierra Community College
Stale Center CCD
West Valley-Mission CCD

Commission
Napa, City of
Modesto, City of
Monterey County Sheriff
Napa County Sheriff
Oakland Police Department
Pomona, City of
Sacramento County
(Social Services/Health/

. the deve
made up
the over

UPBEA

Static Ai

EPOCH

the one
student
help the
Why vote

Because
ThePacif
but does
student to

See you c

ThePacij
an attemp
how imp<
elections,
We hope

Open to all students and alumni of colleges and universities in this area

SCHOOL DISTRICTS
Alhambra USD

Editors .
editor w
these let
can dot!
verify w,

PRIVATE SECTOR
Allstate
BeautiControl
Foundation Health
Corporation
McDonald's Corporation
Mercy Healthcare
Pacific Gas & Electric
Pactel Cellular
Stale Farm

Rancho Arroyo
Sports Complex

Sprint

9880 Jackson Road

Wells Fargo Bank

STATE AGENCIES

Air Resources Board
Baldwin Park USD
CA Army National Guard
Sacramento County
Clovis USD
CA Highway Patrol
(General Services)
Corona Norco USD
CA Integrated Waste Mgmt
San Joaquin, County ol
Davis JUSD
Board
San Jose Police
Dry Creek Joint Elementary Caltrans
Santa Cruz Police Department
& Eureka Union
Conservation
Stanislaus County
Roseville City Elementary
Corrections
Stockton, City ot
& Roseville High
Energy
Sunnyvale, Cityol
Elk Grove USD
Forestry & Fire Protection
Vancouver, WA
El Monte UHSD
Franchise Tax Board
West Sacramento, Davis
Folsom-Cordova USD
Housing & Community
and Woodland
Hemet Unified School
Development
District
Mental Health
COMMUNITY
Kern County Office of
Office ol Statewide Health
ORGANIZATIONS
Education
Planning & Development
LPOA
L.A. County Office of
Prison Industries
MACA
Educatfon
Toxic Substances Control
CCWA
Lincoln USD
Water Resources
Big Brothers-Big Sisters
Riverside USD
Water Resources Control
San Juan USD
Board
FEDERAL AGENCIES
San Mateo UHSD
Youth Authority
Drug Enforcement Admin
South San Francisco USD
Internal Revenue Service
FBI
UNIVERSITIES
Social Security Admin
CSU, Sacramento
U.S. Forest Service
U.C. Davis Medical Center
VA Medical Center
U.C. Office of the President Directions to Career Fair:
(Palo Alto)
Drive East on Highway 50
U.C. San Francisco
toward Souti Lake Tahoe. Exit
U.C.
Santa
Cru2
SPECIAL DISTRICTS
al Bradshaw. Turn right onto
U.C.
Berkeley
Bradshaw. left on Jackson Rd
Sacramento County Fire
U.C. Davis
Proceed 1/4 mile to the Rancho
Protection District
Arroyo Sports Complex.
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Sacramento, City of

Dear Kristen,
What can I say except
we are docking in Capt
Town tomorrow and
that 10 days of infor
mation straight from
Archbishop Tutu un
der my cap has
humbled me. Now I
can see Apartheid for
myself with new eyes.
Sony, but I have to run
for the final game in
the volleyball tourna
ment on Prom Deck

• the voic<
Universi

(fockson Rd. Si Bradshaw)

Sacramento, CA 95827

^"Uncas,

S^nication
iiL

Saturday

March 7,1992

10:00 a.m.-4:00 p.m.

107 Employers
FREE admission
FREE parking
w
Presented by
Hispanic Hotline/
Careers Now

737-0950

*>>« is
»gs.'
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EDITORIAL

Students Vote
Today!
The ASUOP President is:

be present
v>wn in the UC Thea,

. the voice of the student body to the
University administration,

it and information on=
discussion after ea

ch%

U)c him makers an,]^
"'WO of those ev<4,
i»MwiU follow it* £'
J-j* Through 5
A^ony Edward

iwn Hardin present, AqC
.

a live

IwfomunS

ing- Access Theater is,

disabled actors from Santa
econd live presentation]
legist David Fanshawewffl
'icon Sanctus, which

is travels through African
ttive music and rhythms.
3tc speakers include
ecil Williams, the feu,
ictivist of Glide Memorial
in Francisco,
drops, films, and Diversity
Celebrate Diversity Week
) UOPstudents and faculty,
information, call (209)946'

SCHOOL
fissions Fair

. the developer of the $350,000 budget
made up of your fees,
• the overseer of ASUOP including
UPBEAT, The Annex,Tiger's Grocery,
Static Attic, Graphic Services, and
EPOCH,
• the one who will be there for you the
student when you need
help the most.
Why vote?

Because all of this really does matter.
The Pacifican supports no one candidate,
but does support the need for you the
student to vote.

LETTERS TO THE EDITOR

Misconceptions
of IFC decisions
Dear Editor:
This letter is inspired by your article
"Fraternities Attempt to Ban Wet Rush
and Little Sister Program." (The
Pacifican, Feb.20, 1992) The third
paragraph stated that SAE, Phi Delta
Theta, and AKL "proposed and
attempted to pass in the same meeting,
the banning of wet rush and little sister
programs..." This is a misconception
commonly held by those who don't
know exactly what IFC is doing. What
actually happened was that on the night
the two motions were proposed, Omega
Phi and Archania were absent from the
meeting. It was then determined by the
three national fraternities, the only
fraternities out of the eight that make up
IFC to attend the meeting that night, that
the two motions should be tabled. The
meeting was adjourned and novote was
taken.
Dry rush would be an improvement
for the Greek system. Currently, men's
rush drags on for five weeks, four weeks
longer than rush at almost every other
school across the nation. Much of this is
due to wet parties. UOP does not allow
alcohol parties to be thrown on school
nights, meaning that wet parties can
only be thrown on weekends. Two or
three wet parties each for Archania and
Omega Phi means two or three weeks of
rushthatcanbeeliminatedbymandating
an IFC sponsored dry rush. Rush can be
shortened to two weeks, relieving a lot
of stress on the academic lives of both
the rushees and the fraternity members.
Lastspring, Phi Delta Theta proposed
that rush be shortened to three weeks.
SAE and AKL proposed four weeks.
This fall, a faculty member proposed
one week. The result: One week in the

See you at the polls!

lento

i ol recruiters and
'heir school«

3HOOLS

i erican Bar Association

Mara University
ty of San Diego
Ity of San Francisco
College

ThePacificanusedthis type of editorial in
an attempt to get more students to realize
how important it is to vote in the ASUOP
elections.
We hope that it really does work.

diversities in this area

ion

r

Editors note: The Pacifican has received several letters to the
editor without verifiable names and signatures, e canno
these letters. If you want your letter published anonymously, we
can do that. We will guarantee your anonymity as long as w
verify who wrote the letter before it goes to press. Thank you for
understanding and keep writing those letters.

fall and four in the spring. The most
common complaint a pledge to any of
the five fraternities has is, "I just went
through five weeks of rush and now I
have to go through pledging. How am I
going to study? Dry rash would help
relieve this academic strain. President
Atchley recently sent a letter to Phi
Delta Theta, AKL, and SAE
congratulating them on their proposals.
As for the motion about little sisters,
the article failed to mention that the
NationalPanhellenicCouncilismeeting
this year to decide if it should prohibit
sorority women from participating in
little sisterprograms. It was mentioned,
although incorrectly, that Phi Delta Theta
fought their national headquarters for
years before they "finally gave up their
little sisters last year." Phi Delta Theta
ended theirlittle sisterprogram in 1990,
after being told by their national
headquarters that a little sister program
was a needless drain of chapter time and
resources. After a multitude of lawsuits
across the nation involving little sisters,
including cases where little sisters sued
fraternities for full membership rights
and won, national fraternities and
universities across the nation have been
banning these programs. PhiDeltaTheta,
SAE, and AKL were hoping that UOP
would follow suit. Again, President
Atchley congratulated them on their
initiative.
During the IFC meeting of Feb.19,
the two motions were tabled and will be
discussed during the president's round
table meetings in an attempt to find a
solution more acceptable to Omega Phi
and Archania
Warren Tom
IFC Rush Chairman

How to call the President
Dear Editor
Guest editorialist Jeanne White's
assessment of President Atchley's
willingness to meet with anyone, any
time has given me an idea. Students and
theirparents ($) provide the majorsource
of funding necessary to pay Atchley's 6
figure salary, and the$2 million that was
"needed" to remodel the President's
office and campus house.
Of course Atchley will see students
($) at any time, any place. But this is not
the case with faculty. We, as everyone
knows,"take funding away" from UOP!
As a relatively new faculty member I
have attempted for the past five months
to arrange my firstmeeting with Atchley.

Celebrate the Differences!
Dear Editor
I was stunned this last Friday night
by the rash of prejudicial slurs my
significant other and I received by
someone who I am assuming is a student
here. We were simply holding hands
and walking in front of Raymond
Common Room whentwo guysdecided
to yell some obscenities at us.

Best wishes to Walt Harris
Dear Editor.
It is traditional in my office to
congratulate seniors and alumni when
they find employment. A first job or a
new job is a time for celebration. Like
Commencement, accepting a job offer
marks the completion of certain
undertakings and ushers in new
challenges. One of the most rewarding
parts of my job is when I hear that a
student or alumnus has chosen to meet
new career challenges head on. While it
was with mixed personal and
professional emotions that I heard of a
particular alumnus accepting anoffer to
change jobs and leave the University, I
still believe this person very deserving
of public congratulations.
Of course, it isdifficult to say goodbye
to someone who has been a colleague, to
someone who woriced tirelessly to bring
to UOP the positive recognition the

I have also tried to speak with him over
the phone, however, he has repeatedly
been out of town, busy with other
"important commitments" and so on.
Thanks to Jeanne White, I now realize
that I have simply been going about this
the wrong way. I will give Bill a call at
1 a.m. in the morning.
But you know something Jeanne, I
do not think I am going to get the same
response from Bill that you did.
Given the posture of the
administration's attitude toward the
faculty of late, signing my name to this
letter would be tantamount to issuing
my own pink slip. Therefore, I sign...
A very disgruntled faculty member

institution deserves, and to someone
who has been a neighbor, sharing the
trials and tribulations of raisingenergetic
and precocious daughters. But, it is not
difficult to say congratulations and good
luck.
UOP's loss is the New York Jets'
gain. Brace Coslet and theothers on the
Jets' staff who have orange and black in
their veins while they wear green and
white logos on their sleeves understand
how difficult your decision was. Walt
Harris, I know there are many who
remain here who will joinme in offering
you, Nancy, Scott, and Summer hearty
"best wishes." We too understand and
want the very best for you as a
professional, as afriend, and as someone
who will forever be a member of the
UOP family.
Burton Jay Nadler
Director, Career Services

What surprised me the most was that
the people who felt the need to call
attention to us in an indignant way were
themselves minorities. Immediately I
thought of "together we stand, divided
we fall." There arc many different
characteristics that make us all unique.
Sometimes these characteristics are so
(See Letters, back page)
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What qualities do you look for in an ASUOP President?
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Jerome Maese
Senior
Religious Studies

Joan Edwards
Administrative Assistant
Office of Student Life

Ellie Whitbeck
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'Someone w*io is willing to go the
5ra thile and do what it takes to
a,,ge things."

.'Theyshouldbeabletothinkontheir
„
e

"They should not only care about the "They need to be sincere and very
social atmosphere at UOP but also open in talking to anyone about any
about the real issues that need to be issue.'
addressed by the University."

"The ASUOP President needs to be "They must be willing to pressure on
well organized and very responsible." the University President when he
makes a bad decision that affects the
students negatively."
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Galloping Rock 'N Roll
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^ waking each morning, w
anything you would not ao
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state of mind. James ho w , ^ surroundings, and retainmining
student, was
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0ver there motor and sensory skJ
Bruce McDonald visited the can p
March 3rd, at 7 p.m. in 2

He claims he can

point either the guy was completely
retarded or years ahead of his time. And
y'know, I don't think Frank was ahead
The Four Horsemen are five filthy, of his time."
.grungy, dirty, sleazy lowlifes who play
Humor plays a lot into this group's
hard-core,tmeblue,old-fashioned,down persona. They do not take themselves
and dirty rock 'n' roll.
too seriously as many hard rock bands
Their debut album, "Nobody Said It do.
Was Easy," throws you back to the days
Bassist, Ben Pape was hired partly
of hard edged rock a kin to AC/DC and because he could drink more beer than
Skyny rd. With songs about outlaws and anyone else they had auditioned. Lead
moonshiners, The Horsemen can take singer, Frank took the top off his old
on a somewhat Southern feel, but these yellow Chevy Nova with a chain saw
guys are hardly your gentle country because he wanted some fresh air.
souls. They have gone back to the roots Guitarist, Dave Lizmi once had his car
of rock and produced a sound to be stolen with all his gear inside, so their
reckoned with.
record company would buy him a new
Tattoos, leather, long hair and guitar.
Levi's, basically sum up The Four
They are not caught up with the fame
Horsemen.
and glamour of it all. They just want to
Add major attitude, rebel instinct play rock 'n' roll.
and incredible songwriting ability, and
"Who let the homeless in?" one radio
you have a band that soon enough will executive was overheard commenting
need no introduction.
when Frank and Haggis walked into a
Lead vocalist Haggis, an ex-member major radio convention.
The Four Horsemen: Ben Pape, Dave Lizmi, Dimwit, Frank Starr, Haggis
ofTheCult,describes the band as,"...like
Hearing comments like the latter
the Eagles, if they were a lot more would not lead you to believe that these
aggressive."
five guys are greatly concerned with
When interviewed by Circus stardom, let alone, "wearing, doing and
The Four Horsemen Winter Tour dates:
Magazine, abouttheirfirstalbum,Haggis saying" the right thing.
said, "We wanted a record that was real.
Who else could have a drummer
Someofthesongsdon'tstopright. They named Dimwit and an ex-convict at the
March 9 The Boardwalk, Sacramento
don't start right and we're a little out of helm. Fights seem to follow them and
tune in a few places...but who gives a they have all had their fair share of
March 10 The Club, Turlock
s—? It's got a lot of attitude!"
trouble, but there is no denying the gritty,
Sharing vocals with Haggis is front side-splitting, brutalmusictheyproduce.
man Frank Starr, (also known as
March 12 Cadillac Club, Fresno
According to Haggis, "If you listen
Wildman), who's pants got him noticed to our music, it's some of the most
as much as his voice.
illogical stuff you'll ever hear. But it's
March 13 One Step Beyond, Santa Clara
Haggis remembers first seeing him real. And I think it will stand by critics
at LA's famed Hollywood Bar and Grill, and fans who will forget about pink
March 14 The Stone, San Francisco
"...he was wearing these browncorduroy guitars and hair spray and say, 'Hey, this
bell-bottoms. In 1987! I knew at that is a good record.'"
point either the guy was completely
By Kelly Hocnman
Entertaiment Editor
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TUES. & WED.
8PM
CAMPUS THEATRE

It can't do laundry or find you a date
but it can help you find more time for both.
The new Apple® Macintosh® Classic® II
computer makes it easier for you to juggle
classes, activities, projects, and term papers—
and still find time for what makes college
life real life.
It's a complete and affordable Macintosh
Classic system that's ready to help you get
your work finished fast. It's a snap to set up
and pse. It has a powerful 68030 micro
processor, which means you can run even
the most sophisticated applications with ease.
And its internal Apple SuperDrive™ disk
drive reads from and writes to Macintosh and
MS-DOS formatted disks—allowing you to
exchange information easily with
.
almosta n yotherkindo fcomputer. /
t i t
fr

m;

I

*

In addition to its built-in capabilities, the
Macintosh Classic II can be equipped with up
to 10 megabytes of RAM, so you'll be able to
run several applications at once and work
with large amounts of data.
If you already own a Macintosh Classic,
and want the speed and flexibility of a
Macintosh Classic II, ask us about an
upgrade-it can be installed in just minutes
and it's affordable.
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To put more time on your side, consider
putting a Macintosh Classic II on your desk
See us for a demonstration today, and while
you're in, be sure to ask us for details
about the Apple Computer Loan.
It 11 be time well spent.
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Introducing the Macintosh Classic II.
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University Bookstore
Books... and a whole lot more!
Lower Level • McCaffrey Center
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Apple Computer, Inc. Apple, the Apple logo, and Macintosh are registered trademarks and SuperDrive is a trademark of Aoole Comnuter I n r MS nnc;„
Classic is a registered trademark used under license by Apple Computer, Inc. This ad was created using Macintosh commit
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Afrika Is Back!

,anultra-

fociI

In the flashy world of hip-hop music, from which an early description of his
Afrika Bambaataa has remained a DJ style is chronicled by author Stephen
leading figure on the cutting edge of Hager. "He opened withthe theme song
underground music while becoming one from 'The Andy Griffith Show,' taped
of the most widely respected elders of of his TV set, mixed the ditty with a
the hip-hop movement. Hailed as both rocking drum beat, followed it with 'The
"a one man ambassador of hip-hop," Munsters' theme song and quickly
and acornerstone of blackstreet culture, changed gears with 'I Got A Feeling' by
the world renowned original master James Brown."
blaster is back. Under an agreement
As Bambaataa himself said,"I played
with Dance Floor Corporation, aleading whatevermade you rock,nomatterwhat
Italian dance label, has just released a it was."
furious dance track appropriately titled
Bambaataa was working as a DJ in
"Just Get Up and Dance."
the Bronx in 1982 when he and his Soul
Bambaataa's storied career dates Sonic Force joined up with producing
back to the sixties and, through his wizard Arthur Baker to create "Planet
various roles as gang leader, disciple of Rock" which, to this day, remains one of
roots culture, disc jockey and recording the best selling 12" records ever. This
star, he has earned respect as an elder was quickly followed by the now
statesman of ghetto affairs. Bom and legendary "Looking For a Perfect Beat"
raised in the Bronx, Bambaataa became in 1983. Boastinganexplosionof scratch
amember ofthe infamous Black Spades cuts, electronic gimmickry, processed
gang in his early teens, but soon created vocals and solid state rhythms,
his own community gang, Zulu Nation, Bambaataa created an urban symphony
with the express intention of making of mega-rhythms and socio-political
music not violence. He started throwing lyrics with dance floordynamism. Both
his first hip-hop parties in the mid-70s records have now sold in the millions
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the world over, and have taken the mantle
of true classics.
The significance of Bambaataa's early
work was soon recognized as the seminal
influence in thedevelopingsynthesisofthe
techno-computer-driven dance grooves,
hard hitting social commentary and
innovative sampling techniques. A fertile
hybridoffreewheelingfunkfusionthathas
come to be known under the catch all
phrase of hip-hop. With producer Bill
Laswcll, Bambaataa contributed morecioss
cultural accomplishments in the electric
groovesof theold MC5 anthem "Kick Out
The Jams," and on such gems as "World
Destruction" HiscollaborationwithJames

Brown, the lastofJames' recordings before
his forced hiatus, represents a fascinating
musical continuum from where the
"Godfather of Soul," leaves off and the
"Godfather of Hip-Hop" picks up.
Bambaataa has also worked with UB40,
Yellowman, George Clinton, Nona
Hendryx, BoyGeorge, MelleMel,Trouble
Funk, and the Jungle Brothers.
Continually spreading his vision of
futuristic global communication,
Bambaataahasspentalotoftimetravelling
inEurope and Japan, and it is from onesuch
excursion that "Just Get Up and Dance"
was conceived. Already taking European
(See Afrika, back page)

SSSSZSTi
SPRING BREAK!!!
CABO SAN LUCAS, MEXICO
7days, 6nights from $469.00
First class hotels, professional
staff, discounts, sport tournaments,
rock'n beach clubs.
Call Bob Lusk
USA STUDENT TRAVEL
1-800-448-4444

}£ "Godfather of Hip-Hop," Afrika Bambaataa.

What's Up Doc?
By Sarah Grimes M.D.
Q: If you have unprotected sex with a male who is H.I.V. positive, are
you definitely going to get the virus? Or do you have to have some open
wound in the uterus for the virus to pass?
A: There are three main routes of transmission of the H.I.V. virus
which are well documented. These are (1) intimate sexual contact, (2)
exposure to blood, blood-containing body fluids, and blood products, and
(3) from mother to child during the prenatal period. The A.I.D.S. virus
can be transmitted by direct contact with such body fluids as semen and
blood that contain the H.I.V. virus. Many large studies have documented
that the virus is NOT transmitted by interpersonal contact including
sharing household utilities and personal care items.
Individuals at highest risk of infection are men with a history of
homosexual or bisexual activity. However, heterosexual transmission
continues to be underestimated. Heterosexuals with frequent exposure to
multiple sexual partners may be at substantial risk of H.I.V. infection.
If you have had unprotected intercourse with a male known to be
H.I.V. positive, I would strongly advise H.I.V. testing. The test can show
positive results usually in 9-12 weeks. However, if this initial test is
negative, I would recommend being retested at three and six months.
Anyone desiring information regarding testing for the H.I.V. virus
may call or come by the Cowell Health Center.

SENIOR STRATEGY
SESSION
Wednesday, March 4th,
7:30-9 p.m.
Weber Hall 102

The most reusable piece of plastic on campus.
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The AT&T Calling Card will never go to waste. You can use it to make a call from almost

anywhere to anywhere. Once you have one, you'll never need to apply for another. It's the least expensive way

to call state-to-state on AT&T when you can't dial direct. • And now you could also get 10% back on all

the long distance calls you make with your card* • Of course when you use your Calling Card, you'll

Do you hove what it tokes?
Is on-campus recruiting right for you?
When can a headhunter help?
How can you find what you re really looking
for?
Can you improve your interview skills.
Learn the secrets of job search success.
Alumni share interviewing strategies.
Identify the "hidden gems" of

always be connected to the reliable service you've come to expect from AT&T. • So, as you see, there's

only one way to describe the AT&T Calling Card in today's college environment. Indispensable.

on-campus

recruiting!
Conduct videotaped roleplay interviews.
All majors welcome.

Refreshments served.

Don't miss this once a semester opportunity.
*

Get an AT&T Calling Card today. Call 1800 654-0471 Ext. 9728.
• Must "take at* least $30 worth of AT&T Long Distant calls with your AT&T Cr"

1

-

-uarte' Calls covered by special AT&T pricing plans are not inc'ucfed

AT&T
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Tigers Sweep Big West
Amundson had at least 20 points and at
By Dan McDonald
Stafff Writer

least five 3-pointers.

2Q

When UOP had two consecutive
^cored l0each. Lavender also
home games it certainly looked like the
"
m high nine rebounds.
perfect opportunity to get the team on
Saturday's game was entire y
trackandgainmomentumforthenottoo
^ it certainly put to rest any
distant Big West tournament.
™
uop is a one dimensional
UOP hosted Utah State on Thursday doub ri
team.
0U
and Fresno State on Saturday. They
^ itethe ^ven point win, the game
would eventually go on to win both but
^ ^ dose The Tigers
y
in entirely different fashions.
much as 23 and really
It took fabulous outside shooting to lead oy
g If it wasn't
rout Utah State 86-64 and terrific interior doimnat
^ all four of his 3play to beat Fresno State 77-70.
Ss^tSdnottoe^n
On Thursday Tony Amundson again pointers me g ^
had agreat game while leading the team as close ass it was. ^
^ Fresno
with25 andmatang5-7 3-pointaltempK.
It was the fifth consecutive game that

state toiy

^^nputonabUslering

Rivals
performance from the pe^
losing cause. This time with the
game performing well it Was p.
different outcome.
\
Robert Richardson scored l4
while shooting 6-6 from the fij/'
Dell Demps lead both teams Ju
The team as a whole shot 56.4 rj'"
thanks to some easy interior^
Glenn Griffin and Randy Lava^
had nine points.
UOP is now 10-13 and 6-8 in v
West. The Tigers also started the,1
in 8th place and finished the weeU
a comfortable 6th. They hav^
showed that they can beat teams •
both thierout-side shooting and k
shooting. Fresno State has dmJ
15-12 and 6-9.

Intramural jypdatt
By Rich Carr
Senior Staff Writer

RICH'S PICS for week of 2/22

BASKETBALL: The season is at the
halfway point and every division has
several teams fighting for the top spot.
Playoffs are just 3 weeks away and we
cannot determine who will be in the
finals on St. Patrick's Day.
Co-Rec: X's and O's and The
Conglomerate are both unbeaten and
will collide on Sunday at 9 p.m. World
Hoops has only 1 loss at this writing.
Women: The Boobs have not lost yet.
The big rematch with GLOB will be this
week. Basketcase has been playing well
as of late.
Dell Demps drives through the lane for two.

Photo by Scott Anderson

Tigers Fall Against Nevada
By Allie McHugh
Sports Editor
It took a long time, but the Tigers
were finally able to start playing again.
The UOP Baseball team had beenrained
seven straight games and it had been
over a week since they had played their
last game.
Last weekend, Pacific hosted
Nevada-Reno and lostthe 2 game series.
On Saturday, Nevada won a great
pitching duel by beating the Tigers 1-0.
Larry Shenk pitched a complete game 5
hitter and gave up a solo home run to
Tony Torres in the first inning. After
Nevada scored their only run of the
game, Shenk shut them down, striking

out eight. The Tigers offense was not four runs. Rob Rinderknecht relieved
able to give Shenk any support, as they McGowan and pitched extremely well.
got only six hits and fell victim to 10 In less than five innings work, he only
strikeouts. Nevada's Geoff Grenert allowed two hits, and struck seven
pitched the complete gameand held the Wolfpack batters. The Tigers scored
Tigers in check all afternoon.
their only run when Terry McGinn was
The Tigers knew that they would forced in after a bases loaded walk.
have to salvage the second game of the
The weekend was not a successful
series, to help them gain momentum one for the Pacific Baseball team. In the
after a long time of not playing. The last 3 games, theTigers have only scored
second game was almost identical to the 1 run. The pitching has been good for the
one played on Saturday. The only Tigers, but if the team is to win, it must
difference was that the Tigers did not score runs. After an encouraging 5-2
have the pitching and hitting to keep start, the Tigers have dropped the last 3
them into the game.
games to put their record at 5-5.
The final game of the series was won
Pacific will try to get back into the
by Nevada 5-1. Bill McGowan started win column this weekend when they
for the Tigers and gaveup seven hits and travel to the Nevada Tournament.

Ruggers Show They Can Compete With The Best
By Chris Matthews
Staff Writer
Chris Snell, UOP Rugby Coach, on
Saturday's match versus the national
champion California Berkeley Blues:
"You gentlemen surprised and impressed
a lot of people with your performance
today—I was not one of them."
Two Saturday's ago, the Berkeley
Blues won the Old Mission Beach
Athletic ClubToumamentofChampions
by twenty-five points, defeating Long
Beach State 32-7.
Last Saturday's match against the
upstart Tigers was expected tobe amore
thorough shellacking, but theTigers gave

Cal a scare they won' t soon forget, losing
only 24-10. As Coach Snell's quote
above shows, the Tigers were happy
withtheirperformance yet disappointed
with the final outcome.
After the first forty minutes of play
the Tigers trailed Cal 10-7. Chris
Mathews scored Pacific's first points on
a penalty kick to tie the score at three.
Troy Wood gave Pacific its only lead
about twenty-five minutes into the game
as he rumbled, stumbled, and bumbled
for a try.
Pacific's scoring was closed out in
the middle of the second half as Mathews
made his second penaltykick of theday,
one that touched both uprights before

&ms
V

squeaking through. Outstanding
performances were turned in by Eric
Nielsen, Tim Metcalf, Greg "Stitch"
Sampson, BrianWeinrich,ShawnPrice,
Oscar Mesa, and Warren Tom.
Despite having the finest rugby
program in the nation, Cal turned out to
be somewhat poor hosts. The match was
played on a field so muddy that the
players were unrecognizable by half
time (except Chris Saunders). The post
game party consisted of three cases of a
warmbeverage,spaghetti andhaidbread.
In any case, the match wasa tremendous
step forward for Pacific Rugby.
The Tigers meet UC Santa Cruz on
Saturday at 1 p.m.
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Napoleon B: This league has Velvet
Touch without a loss and Just Do It and
Sonic Boom with just one loss.
Napoleon A: S&S upsetlsland Style last
week after losing to Backyard Bailers
by 22. Fab Phive beat Backyard Bailers
by 5 while losing to Island Style by 4.
Island Style finished 5 points ahead of
Backyard Bailers on Monday. Are you
confused yet?

Men A
1. Fizzers II
2. Mad Bombers
3. Archania
MenB
1. Island Style
2. Underdogs
3. Omega Phi Alpha
Co-Rec
1. X's and O's
2. The Conglomerate
3. World Hoops
Women
1.The Boobs
2. GLOB
3. Basketcase
Napoleon A
1. Island Style
2. Fab Phive
3. Backyard Bailers
Napoleon B
1. Velvet Touch
2. Just Do It
3. Sonic Boom

SOCCER: Entries are due TOD;
Thursday at4p.m. NOLATEENm
WILL BE ACCEPTED. Teams,
consist of eight players on the %
minimum of 3 females for Co-Rectej.
The captains' meeting is Tuesdayj
p.m. in WPC.
SOFTBALL: Entries are now open:
Co-Rec A & B, Women's, and Ms
A,B,C divisions. The Men A divist
will place 10 men on the field inclut
a pitcher. The season will begin it
spring break. Entries are $25 and an;
Mar 12 with the captains meek;
Mar 17.
There will be a pre-season sol
tournament on Mar 15. Entry feeisf
and limited to the first 8 PAID®; Natacha Noi
The format will guarantee at leas
By Joel Kussakov
games and will be played like theMa
Sports Editor
division described above.

I

Natash:

BADMINTON: This semeste:
badminton tournament will occur;
Friday Mar 13 at 4:30 p.m. Entries;
now open and are due Wed Mar 11;
p.m. Entries are $3 per singles pla;
and $5 per doubles team.
(See Intramurals, back page)

Men C: Only 3games have been played
to date. I will comment on this league
next week.

Lady Tigers
Double-Hea

Men B: This league has had at least 4
games decided in overtime. Island Style
have notlost as ofthis writing. Underdogs
lost in OT to Island Style while defeating
previously unbeaten Omega Phi Alpha
on Monday. Sewer Patrol after losing its
opener has won 2 in a row and will have
played Island Style last night.

By Allie IV
Sports Ed
Mexico St;
double-hea
Tigers lost
Pitched for:
striking ou
to two hit:
home run
record fell

Men A: Fizzers n are still the team to
beat. Mad Bombers, Archania, Front
Runners, and Warriors all have just one
loss. The rest of the teams are not
winning, but they are not makingit easy
for anyone to win.
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FUNDRAISING
P R O G R A M
Fraternities, sororities, student
clubs. Earn up to *1000 in one
week. Plus receive a *1000
bonus yourself. And a FREE
WATCH justfor calling 1-800932-0528 Ext. 65.

"OUTSTANDING...
ONE OF THE YEAR'S
BEST FILMS."

AVAILABLE AT i
|TIGER'S GROCERY!

-Jeffrey Lyons, SNEAK PREVIEWS

PIZZA

\ t ' y jttfr

PASTA <g SANDWICHES
4415 Pacific Avenue • Stockton, CA 45207

ROBINWILLIAMS

• 209/957-4415

MmmKm

JEFFBRIDGES

aB

Jobs For Students
Starting pay $10.25

r$6.50

Large Pepperoni Pizza for (P £
Students Only!

A TR,STAR RELEASE
Rum.. 2M

CIWI T«ISM hnwu, IK ALL RSIM

1

THURSDAY-SUNDAY 8PM
CAMPUS THEATRE

No experience necessary
Will train-FT/PT

Scholarships & internships
Retail-100 openings
call 956-7227

Fundraiser
Looking for top fraternity» s°rrj!!.e'(t
student organization that would 1
earn $500-$1500 for one week ore
campus marketing project. Mu
organized and hard working- C
Maria (800) 592-2121 extlH
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A Look Back At Alberville

reu"^

By Joel Russakov
Sports Editer

Although the 1992 Winter Olympics
from Albertville,France are now history.
There are many momentsthat willstand
out as truly spectacular.
a
The French Alps have a reputation
for undaunted skiing. The slush that
surrounded the mountains were
gateways for spills and chills. We
witnessed constant replays on television
which depicted skiers biting the dust in
spectacularfashion. While the Austrians
took the majority of the medals, it was
Alberto Tomba of Italy who drew the
most attention. Tomba is a selfproclaimed "playboy" who says,
'Training has Changed my lifestyle from
3 women till 3am, to 5 women till
midnight." Tomba became the first
competitor to win consecutive gold
medals in alpine skiing.
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The darling of the games had to U.S.
figure skater Kristi Yamaguchi.
Although a heavy underdog to Japan's
Midori Ito, Yamaguchi skated good
enough to win the first U.S. gold medal
in figure skating since Dorothy Hamill.
Midori Ito fell while attempting a triple
lutz, which opened the door for
Yamaguchi.
Ifit'scontroversyyouenjoy.Herschel
Walker and the bobsled team provided
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The trend over the past two years has
tarn late-season resurgence for the UOP
woman's basketball season. This week
saw the Lady Tigers go 1- 1 in their
games against UNLV and New Mexico
State.
UOP played one of their best games of
the season as they beat New Mexico
State 80-67at the Spanos Center. Natasha
Norris was unstoppable against the

Lady Tigers Split
Double-Header
ByAllie McHugh
Sports Editor

The PacificSoftball team faced New
Mexico State last Saturday and split a
double-header. In the first game, the
%rs lost a close game 2-1. Lea Lopez
Pitched forPacific,and went the distance,
striking out eight. The Tigers were held
,0 two hits in the game, one being a
'•one run by Maria Mahon. Lopez's
^ord fell to 1-3.
In the second game, the Tigers won
the pitching of Brandi
fillips. The Stockton native pitched a
c°mplete game, giving up only two hits,
fillips also went 3-for-3 at the plate,
Pacing theoffensive attack forthe Tigers.
Phillips, who is only a freshman, raised
her record to 3-1, as she struck out nine
hatters. The Tigers are now 4-6 and 1-1
'n 'he Big West Conference.
ea% 7-3, behind

Aggies State with 27 points and 7
rebounds. Natasha, along with junior
Tine Freil have been a deadly
combination as of late for the Lady
Tigers. Tine dished out 9 assists to
improveon herBigWestleadingleading
total. Freil also kicked in with 14 points
and 7 rebounds.
UOP came oh so close to finally
beating the Lady Running Rebels from
UNLV forthefirsttimeever.TheTigers
did manage to tie the game at the end of
regulation, only to lose in overtime 66-

63. if their is such thing as apositive loss,
this certainly was. UOP was in the game
for the entire 40 minutes against a very
tough Rebel team.
Once again Natasha Norris was the
big story as she scored 26 points on 1014 shooting. The 70% shooting clip for
Natasha was her tops this year. With
Freil dishing out another 9 assists, the
Tigers left us with hope forthe remaining
games.
The Lady Tigers are now 9-14, a
reasonable 7-7 in the Big West.

quarter, but could not hold it. Humboldt
scored four goals in the fourth quarter, as
Pacific became very winded toward the
end of the game. One fan of the game
said that he had not seen the team play
with as much heart as it did on Sunday.
The Tigers, who are 0-2, have a week off
before they face St. Mary's and CalPoly on the 6th and 7th of March.
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10880 N. Hwy 99
(Eight Mile Dd. Exit)
Stockton, CA 95212
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Thursday Feb. 27th
Men's Basketball at Cal State Fullerton
Women's Basketball at Cal State Fullerton
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CALL US

FREE
PREGNANCY
TESTING

r->
THE DECISION ABOUT YOUR FUTURE AND
'> THAT OF YOR UNPLANNED CHILD IS YOURS!
^ CARING AND CONFIDENTIAL COUNSELING §j

HELP THE CHILDREN,
209-547-0255
CA FACILITY #390312275

%

Happy Hour 4-7 Weekdays
2324 GRAND CANAL BLVD. #4
(209) 478-6290

Ucro:isse

Friday Feb. 28th
Baseball at Neva
Men's Tennis at UC Santa Cruz
Women's Tennis at Fresno State
Saturday Feb. 29th
Men's Basketball at PC- iryine^
Women's Basketball at UC|ryir&y
Rugby at UC Santa Cruz
Softball at UC Berkeley
Sunday MarSh Is*
Women's Tennis vsJ

The UOP Lacrosse team played a
Jfy exciting game this weekend. The
%rs hosted Humboldt State and lost a
Very close game 10-7. Ben Budnitz
Scon£d two goals for the Tigers, in a
J^e that was very physical.TheTigers
a<I the lead at the end of the third

Men's
Monday March 2nd^
Softball vs. .;
Tuesday March 3rd ^
Women's 1 ...
Baseball vs. St Mary S <
Wednesday March 4th ;
Men's Volleyball at SI

SENIORS &
GRAD STUDENTS

7:35 p.m.
5 p.m.
-1

)1
2 p.m.
2 p.m.

HEAD RESIDENT POSITIONS

7:30 p.m.
|5 p.m.
1 p.m.
1 p.m.

For the 1992-1993 Academic year
GAIN EXPERIENCE IN

10 a.m.
2 p.m.

MANAGEMENT AND ADMINISTRATION,
SUPERVISION, ADVISING, COUNSELING,
PROGRAMMING & GROUP FACILITATION

4 p.m.
7:30 p.m.
3 p.m.

REMUNERATION

7:30 p.m.

SALARY, APARTMENT, BOARD AND
14 UNITS OF TUITION REMISSION
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By Joel Russakov
Sports Editer
Last week theTiger's improved their
record to 6-4 overall by defeating Cal
Poly. Pacific beat the first place team in
the Southern division 15-8, 15-12, 1215,15-5. Darren Lance lead the Tiger's
with 18 kills and Will Frueling added 10
kills with 8 blocks. Graduate student
Allan Treffery had another great game
finishing up with 8 kills and 38 assists.
Treffery a former NCAA star years
ago with Long Beach State is running
the Tiger's offense like a well oiled
machine. His experience on the court is
helping the young Pacific squad play to
their best ability.
Pacific has won their last five out of
six matches and hopes to improve their
league record (3-3) against Sac State
and Sonoma State this week. Please
check the Tiger Track's for the times of
their games and thank you for supporting
Men's Volleyball.
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Bonnie Blair was the dominant force
of Team USA. Bonnie picked up golds
in the 500 & 1000 meter speedskating
events. Although the pre-game hype
was centered around Dan Jansen and the
men's division, it was Blair in the
women's division who was second to
none. Janscn failed miserably to improve
on his horrendous showing at Calgary
with an awful showing in Albertville.
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Men's Volleyball
TViumphs over CalPoly

plenty. Walkerwas named to the bobsled team could only muster a 4th place
team primaiiy because of his awesome finish after such outstanding play in the
pushing ability. TheMinnesota Vikings preliminary round, they still bettered
star running back had no problem expectations. They went undefeated in
pushing the bobsled, it was hopping in it the prelims and were the top seed entering
after the push that caused Walker the the medal round. Consecutive thumpings
problem. The captain of the bobsled by the Unified Team and Czechs in the
team replaced Walker just prior to the ' medal round ended the golden dream
competition in favor of his roommate that last took place in Lake Placid.
and long-time friend , Chris Coleman.
The Walker-less bobsled team placed a
All in all, these Winter Olympics
miserable 9th.
were the same old story. Not a whole lot
ofmedals, but Team USA showedsigns
Paul Wylie was the biggest surprise of greatness.The most medals ever won
of the Olympics. The U.S. figure skater by aTeam USA in the Olympics was 12
was a last second choice for the games in Lake Placid. We won 11 this year in
because of an injury to starter Ted Albertville. Most of all the Olympics
Myroni. Although he obviously was a were nothing more than a teaser to the
huge underdog, Wylie went out and real fun we're gonna have in Barcelona.
won the silver medal with an array of I'll take boxing over figure skating any
skating talent. Many people believe that day!!!!!!
Wylie was "robbed" and should have
won the gold.
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APPLICATIONS / INFORMATION
APPLICATIONS ARE AVAILABLE AT THE
RESIDENTIAL LIFE &HOUSING OFFICE, BANNISTER
HALL, 2ND FLOOR
Applications accepted until all positions are filled.

The Pacifican, Feb, 27

Hypnosis

Intramurals Tenaza

(Continued from page4)

UPBEAT," stated UPBEAT Executive
Director Margo Schmidt.

Margo also said, "We have had to
move the event each year to a larger
space because of the popularity of this
event."

Hypnotism is something most people
want to do, but are affaid of doing, or
have never had an opportunity to
participate in. McDonaldselects roughly
twenty volunteers from the audience
and proceeds to help them achieve a
deep state of relaxation.
In a state of hypnosis, (which blocks
the analytical thinking process), he then
makes suggestions to his participants as
to what he would like them to perform.
McDonald receives humorous
reactions from his audience through the
actions of his participants in their

hypnotic state. Such suggestions as, his
(McDonald's) tuxedo has no back side,
or when he taps his microphone the
participant will feel either jolts of
electricity or intense pleasure.
According to a statement McDonald
made to The Daily Journal, in Johnson
County, Indiana,"I never know exactly
what is going to happen. The college
market is a real good market for this.
They're ready to have some fun."
The antics of the evening according
to McDonald are limited to the creativity
of the imaginations of the participants.
"I would do it again," said Roberts
after participating last year.
This is the chance to act on your
curiosity, so anyone interested in
hypnosis can experience it or watch
others sleep with Bruce.

Afrika

(Continued from page 6)

(Continued from page 2)

FREE THROW CONTEST: Jon
Gwaltney won the shootout with Danny
Kim at halftime of the UOP Men's B-Ball
game with Fresno State. Jon shot 19 of 20
to win the contest Danny Kim came in
with a perfect 25-25 performance in the
qualifying round.
SCHICK'SSUPERHOOPS: A team from
McGeorge School of Law came in from
Sacramento to overwhelm the defending
champs Mad Bombers in the semifinals.
Warriors hadalittletoughertimedisposing
of Phi Delta Theta. McGeorge will play
Warriors on Tuesday atthe halftime of the
UOP Women's B-Ball game with San
Jose State.

program.
Dr. Tenaza is a member of many
environmentally protectiveorganizations,
such as the Fauna & Flora Preservation
Society, the East African Wildlife Society,
and the SocietyforConservationofBiology
to name a few. He has also wntten many
publications for various journals and
magazines advocating the conservation of
wildlife.

Ski

There was also unified praise for the
UPBEAT organizers, whom many feltput
togetherafirstratcpadcage.especiallygiven
the large numberof sign-ups for the trip. Ng
and his roommate, Ken Khua,hope that one
more such trip would be organized before
theendoftheskiseason,asentimentprobably
shared by all who enjoyed themselves.

(Continued from page 5)

dance clubs by storm, the track is one of
many being prepared for an upcoming
album produced by the renowned Italian
team of De Point and A. Gemoletto.

POLO

(Continued from front page)

Whenaskedwhathewouldlikestudents

to gain from his teaching, Dr. Tenaza
replies, "Ultimately, to instill in them a
greater appreciation for wildlife and the
fact thatsomuchoftheEarth'swildlife and

natural environment is being threatened
becauseofhuman activity." He would also
like to see his students somehow become
actively involved in efforts to save wildlife
and natural environments.
Outside of the classroom, and aside
from Msprofessional endeavors, Dr.Tenaza
is quite cultured. He enjoys reading
literature and the poetry of such authors as
Robert Frost, Eugene Freld, and Edgar
Allan Poe. He also enjoys movies and

at the topofhislist include ^Gatepag
Islands, New Guinea, and ^ Am^

Dr.RichaidTenazaistrulyaremarkabl
person. He shows a great passion for ihe

^adonofwMfeandteneec,^
people » be educated as to me lmntoa
^stotenamralenvinOTe«te«a
of human population growtha tragedy to see that the growth and
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unique that we're labeled a
.
don'tmind being a minority,
defines who I am. I ^ %
anyone who tries to tamper w
identity.
The two men who made
comments can thank the fact tJ,'
11
still have all their teeth,
believe all minorities on the Ca
should celebrate their difference^
than criticize them.
Rod Go*.

expansionofunnecessary industrialization

has become more important than me
wildlife thatonce encompassed our world.

Gulf War

For Rent
5 Bedroon, 4 Bath house, 2900s
feet, across from UOP Stadium,]

that the war did not meet the cntena for a
just war. Still others question whether it is
possible, given modem warfare, to justify
war at all. Peter Steinfels has been m the
middle of this discussion and will present
his case at this 1992 Annual Pope John
XXIII Lecture sponsored by the
Department of Philosophy.
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CRUISE JOdS
Cruise Lines Now

$2,000+ per month workingon cnik

ships. World travel! Holiday, Su^
mer a nd Full-time employment^
able. For Employment Program ai,
1-206-545-4155 ext. C 304
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This evening treat your entire family to the fixxl they love
best The Eatery at Sherwood Mall has a restaurant for everyone!
Choose from Chinese food, Mexican food, gourmet fixxls, tradi
tional American foods, Italian foods and more.

FIRST CLASS
DINING AT
SHERWOOD
MALL

RALPH LAUREN
the

SAVE 15% FEB, 15TH THRU APRIL 30TH!

F
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15%

WHENVYOU HAVE DINNER
AT THE EATERY

THE

The restaurants of the Sherwood Mall Eatery are offering this 15% off coupon,
good off any dinner order that exceeds $5.00 total. One Refund Per Family.
COUPON VALID AT THESE RESTAURANTS ONLY: .Wok Express
-Le Spud
'Dog On A Stick
-Jalapeno's
-A&iW Hot Dogs
.Sbarro's
-La Boulangerie

SPIKE AFRICA
I'rGsldent of

rsSSSrK

3

SHERWOOD
MALL
Located At Pacific Ave. &. Robtnhood

Oocun

COUPON VALID MON.-FRI. 4:00PM TO CLOSING
214 Lincoln Center » Stockton. CA 95207 »(209)477-3533
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Return fare — any day
on any of 3 daily roundtrips
aboard either Amtrak's
San Joaquins" service or
Amtrak's new uCapitols"
service. Relief from driving
stress & relief from budget
stress — this is as good
us it gets!

Napa
Marine World
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^Antioch - Pittsburg
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Oakland
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» Bus feeders
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Stockton and Bakersfield for just $46 roundtrip.
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